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QUESTION 1

You want to populate an associative array in order to perform a map-side join. You\\'ve decided to put this information in
a text file, place that file into the DistributedCache and read it in your Mapper before any records are processed. 

Indentify which method in the Mapper you should use to implement code for reading the file and populating the
associative array? 

A. combine 

B. map 

C. init 

D. configure 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: org.apache.hadoop.filecache , Class DistributedCache 

 

QUESTION 2

Consider the following two relations, A and B. 

Which Pig statement combines A by its first field and B by its second field? 

A. C = DOIN B BY a1, A by b2; 

B. C = JOIN A by al, B by b2; 

C. C = JOIN A a1, B b2; 

D. C = JOIN A SO, B $1; 

Correct Answer: B 

 



QUESTION 3

Analyze each scenario below and indentify which best describes the behavior of the default partitioner? 

A. The default partitioner assigns key-values pairs to reduces based on an internal random number generator. 

B. The default partitioner implements a round-robin strategy, shuffling the key-value pairs to each reducer in turn. This
ensures an event partition of the key space. 

C. The default partitioner computes the hash of the key. Hash values between specific ranges are associated with
different buckets, and each bucket is assigned to a specific reducer. 

D. The default partitioner computes the hash of the key and divides that valule modulo the number of reducers. The
result determines the reducer assigned to process the key-value pair. 

E. The default partitioner computes the hash of the value and takes the mod of that value with the number of reducers.
The result determines the reducer assigned to process the key-value pair. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: The default partitioner computes a hash value for the key and assigns the partition based on this result. 

The default Partitioner implementation is called HashPartitioner. It uses the hashCode() method of the key objects
modulo the number of partitions total to determine which partition to send a given (key, value) pair to. 

In Hadoop, the default partitioner is HashPartitioner, which hashes a record\\'s key to determine which partition (and
thus which reducer) the record belongs in.The number of partition is then equal to the number of reduce tasks for the
job. 

Reference: Getting Started With (Customized) Partitioning 

 

QUESTION 4

You want to count the number of occurrences for each unique word in the supplied input data. You\\'ve decided to
implement this by having your mapper tokenize each word and emit a literal value 1, and then have your reducer
increment a counter for each literal 1 it receives. After successful implementing this, it occurs to you that you could
optimize this by specifying a combiner. Will you be able to reuse your existing Reduces as your combiner in this case
and why or why not? 

A. Yes, because the sum operation is both associative and commutative and the input and output types to the reduce
method match. 

B. No, because the sum operation in the reducer is incompatible with the operation of a Combiner. 

C. No, because the Reducer and Combiner are separate interfaces. 

D. No, because the Combiner is incompatible with a mapper which doesn\\'t use the same data type for both the key
and value. 

E. Yes, because Java is a polymorphic object-oriented language and thus reducer code can be reused as a combiner. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: Combiners are used to increase the efficiency of a MapReduce program. They are used to aggregate
intermediate map output locally on individual mapper outputs. Combiners can help you reduce the amount of data that



needs to be transferred across to the reducers. You can use your reducer code as a combiner if the operation
performed is commutative and associative. The execution of combiner is not guaranteed, Hadoop may or may not
execute a combiner. Also, if required it may execute it more then 1 times. Therefore your MapReduce jobs should not
depend on the combiners execution. 

Reference: 24 Interview Questions and Answers for Hadoop MapReduce developers, What are combiners? When
should I use a combiner in my MapReduce Job? 

 

QUESTION 5

Your cluster\\'s HDFS block size in 64MB. You have directory containing 100 plain text files, each of which 

is 100MB in size. The InputFormat for your job is TextInputFormat. 

Determine how many Mappers will run? 

A. 64 

B. 100 

C. 200 

D. 640 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: Each file would be split into two as the block size (64 MB) is less than the file size (100 MB), 

so 200 mappers would be running. 

Note: 

If you\\'re not compressing the files then hadoop will process your large files (say 10G), with a number of 

mappers related to the block size of the file. 

Say your block size is 64M, then you will have ~160 mappers processing this 10G file (160*64 ~= 10G). 

Depending on how CPU intensive your mapper logic is, this might be an 

acceptable blocks size, but if you find that your mappers are executing in sub minute times, then you might 

want to increase the work done by each mapper (by increasing the block size to 128, 256, 512m - the 

actual size depends on how you intend to process the data). Reference: http://stackoverflow.com/ 

 

QUESTION 6

MapReduce v2 (MRv2/YARN) is designed to address which two issues? 

A. Single point of failure in the NameNode. 

B. Resource pressure on the JobTracker. 



C. HDFS latency. 

D. Ability to run frameworks other than MapReduce, such as MPI. 

E. Reduce complexity of the MapReduce APIs. 

F. Standardize on a single MapReduce API. 

Correct Answer: AB 

Reference: Apache Hadoop YARN ?Conceptsand; Applications 

 

QUESTION 7

You need to create a job that does frequency analysis on input data. You will do this by writing a Mapper that uses
TextInputFormat and splits each value (a line of text from an input file) into individual characters. For each one of these
characters, you will emit the character as a key and an InputWritable as the value. As this will produce proportionally
more intermediate data than input data, which two resources should you expect to be bottlenecks? 

A. Processor and network I/O 

B. Disk I/O and network I/O 

C. Processor and RAM 

D. Processor and disk I/O 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Determine which best describes when the reduce method is first called in a MapReduce job? 

A. Reducers start copying intermediate key-value pairs from each Mapper as soon as it has completed. The
programmer can configure in the job what percentage of the intermediate data should arrive before the reduce method
begins. 

B. Reducers start copying intermediate key-value pairs from each Mapper as soon as it has completed. The reduce
method is called only after all intermediate data has been copied and sorted. 

C. Reduce methods and map methods all start at the beginning of a job, in order to provide optimal performance for
map-only or reduce-only jobs. 

D. Reducers start copying intermediate key-value pairs from each Mapper as soon as it has completed. The reduce
method is called as soon as the intermediate key-value pairs start to arrive. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: 24 Interview Questions and Answers for Hadoop MapReduce developers , When is the reducers are started
in a MapReduce job? 

 



QUESTION 9

You want to Ingest log files Into HDFS, which tool would you use? 

A. HCatalog 

B. Flume 

C. Sqoop 

D. Ambari 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which best describes what the map method accepts and emits? 

A. It accepts a single key-value pair as input and emits a single key and list of corresponding values as output. 

B. It accepts a single key-value pairs as input and can emit only one key-value pair as output. 

C. It accepts a list key-value pairs as input and can emit only one key-value pair as output. 

D. It accepts a single key-value pairs as input and can emit any number of key-value pair as output, including zero. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: public class Mapper extends Object Maps input key/value pairs to a set of intermediate key/value pairs. 

Maps are the individual tasks which transform input records into a intermediate records. The transformed intermediate
records need not be of the same type as the input records. A given input pair may map to zero or many output pairs.
Reference: org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce 

Class Mapper 

 

QUESTION 11

Which project gives you a distributed, Scalable, data store that allows you random, realtime read/write access to
hundreds of terabytes of data? 

A. HBase 

B. Hue 

C. Pig 

D. Hive 

E. Oozie 

F. Flume 



G. Sqoop 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: Use Apache HBase when you need random, realtime read/write access to your Big Data. 

Note: This project\\'s goal is the hosting of very large tables -- billions of rows X millions of columns -- atop 

clusters of commodity hardware. Apache HBase is an open-source, distributed, versioned, column-

oriented store modeled after Google\\'s Bigtable: A Distributed Storage System for Structured Data by 

Chang et al. Just as Bigtable leverages the distributed data storage provided by the Google File System, 

Apache HBase provides Bigtable-like capabilities on top of Hadoop and HDFS. 

Features 

Linear and modular scalability. 

Strictly consistent reads and writes. 

Automatic and configurable sharding of tables 

Automatic failover support between RegionServers. 

Convenient base classes for backing Hadoop MapReduce jobs with Apache HBase tables. 

Easy to use Java API for client access. 

Block cache and Bloom Filters for real-time queries. Query predicate push down via server side Filters Thrift gateway
and a REST-ful Web service that supports XML, Protobuf, and binary data encoding options Extensible jruby-based
(JIRB) shell Support for exporting metrics via the Hadoop metrics subsystem to files or Ganglia; or via JMX 

Reference: http://hbase.apache.org/ (when would I use HBase? First sentence) 

 

QUESTION 12

You are developing a MapReduce job for sales reporting. The mapper will process input keys representing the year
(IntWritable) and input values representing product indentifies (Text). 

Indentify what determines the data types used by the Mapper for a given job. 

A. The key and value types specified in the JobConf.setMapInputKeyClass and JobConf.setMapInputValuesClass
methods 

B. The data types specified in HADOOP_MAP_DATATYPES environment variable 

C. The mapper-specification.xml file submitted with the job determine the mapper\\'s input key and value types. 

D. The InputFormat used by the job determines the mapper\\'s input key and value types. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: The input types fed to the mapper are controlled by the InputFormat used. The default input 



format, "TextInputFormat," will load data in as (LongWritable, Text) pairs. The long value is the byte offset 

of the line in the file. The Text object holds the string contents of the line of the file. 

Note: The data types emitted by the reducer are identified by setOutputKeyClass() 

andsetOutputValueClass(). The data types emitted by the reducer are identified by setOutputKeyClass() 

and setOutputValueClass(). 

By default, it is assumed that these are the output types of the mapper as well. If this is not the case, the 

methods setMapOutputKeyClass() and setMapOutputValueClass() methods of the JobConf class will 

override these. 

Reference: Yahoo! Hadoop Tutorial, THE DRIVER METHOD 
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